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Our hypothesis is that K14+ leader cells exert higher traction forces, mediated by focal
adhesions, than follower cells, which enables leader cells to have stronger migratory
properties and a more invasive phenotype.
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K14+ leader cells within tumor organoids have larger and more
numerous focal adhesions
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K14+ Leader cells within tumor organoids exert higher traction forces
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Figure 1. Schematic representation
of migrating cells with leader cell
and follower cell organization
during collective cell migration3

During metastasis, cancer cells undergo phenotypic changes that result in altered adhesion
and migration properties, which are mediated by contractile forces like cellular traction forces.
It has been shown that highly metastatic cancer cells exert significantly increased traction
forces compared to epithelial cell counterparts2. Despite this, the mechanical features of
K14+ leader cells are largely unknown. Understanding how the traction forces of tumors
affect collective cell migration could help to create therapies that target cellular force and
inhibit cancer metastasis.
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The objective is to investigate the traction forces exerted by leader cells within tumor
organoids to understand how K14+ leader cells affect collective migration.
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In vivo studies of breast cancer metastasis
demonstrate that most tumors migrate via collective
migration rather than as single cells. During collective
migration in breast cancer, cells migrate as a
multicellular unit primarily directed by a sub-set of cells
at the front, known as leader cells, which express
cytokeratin-14 (K14+). Using a ”cancer-on-a-chip”
model developed by our lab, we demonstrated that
randomly distributed K14+ cells have been shown to
actively polarize to the leading edge of the migrating
tumor in response to microenvironmental cues to direct
migration1.
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Background

Figure 5. A) Representative
immunofluorescence images of MMTV-PyMT
tumor organoids on collagen/fibronectin dot
grid (K14 = green, fibronectin dots = red,
vinculin = pink, DAPI = blue; scale bar = 50
μm).
B) Magnified image of focal adhesions for a K14+ leader cell C) Magnified image of focal
adhesions for a follower cell. Arrows represent focal adhesions. Scale bar = 10 μm.
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Figure 2. (A) Schematic of the ”cancer-on-a-chip” microfluidic device1 (B) Image of PDMS
microfluidic device (microchannels colored in blue) (C) K14+ leader cell polarization to the
leading edge of the tumor in response to a chemokine gradient during collective migration1
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Methodology

Conclusions/Future Directions

2D Traction Force
The 2D HexForce traction force measurement was used to quantify traction forces in tumor
organoids isolated from a murine model of breast cancer (MMTV-PyMT). These are primary
mouse cells where K14 is genetically labeled using a K14-GFP fluorescent tag. The
organoids were seeded onto the protein patterned PDMS-spun coverslips (3kPa) and cultured
for 16 hours. We performed immunostaining to identify the actin cytoskeleton (phalloidin),
nuclei (DAPI), and focal adhesions (vinculin) as well as the K14+ leader cells. The microarray
pattern is tagged with rhodamine to enable visualization of the fibronectin-collagen 1 dots.
We then performed immunofluorescence imaging and quantified cell area and traction force
using a custom MATLAB code.

Figure 3. Schematic of
the stamp-off protocol
used to create the
protein patterned
microarray on PDMS
substrates for traction
force measurement4

We observe a greater number and increased area of focal adhesions in K14+ leader cells
compared to follower cells. Given that cell adhesion to the ECM at focal adhesions
contributes to cell migration, the larger and increased focal adhesions could enable the
stronger migratory properties of K14+ leader cells.
We also observe focal adhesions that are oriented in the direction of tumor migration,
suggesting that focal adhesion orientation could be a physical mechanism employed by
K14+ leader cells to enable collective cell migration.

Figure 4. A) Representative immunofluorescence images of MMTV-PyMT tumor
organoids on collagen/fibronectin dot grid (K14 = green, fibronectin dots = red, phalloidin
= yellow, DAPI = blue; scale bar = 500 μm). Arrows represent K14+ leader cells.
(B) Quantification of K14+ leader and follower cell area (C) Quantification of K14+ leader
and follower cell traction forces (D) Quantification of K14+ leader and follower cell force
to area ratio. n = 42 organoids from three independent mouse models. For all
experiments, **** represents P <0.0001 after performing an unpaired T-test.
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Quantification of the cell area for the K14+ leader cells compared to follower cells show
that there are no significant differences between the cell area of K14+ leader cells and
follower cells (Fig. 4C). This ensures that differences in cell traction force are due to
mechanical characteristics of the K14+ leader cells and not increased cell area.
Quantification of the cell traction force for both cell groups show that K14+ leader cells
exert higher pulling forces on the extracellular matrix (ECM) compared to follower cells
(Fig. 4D). This means that increased traction forces could be one of the physical
mechanisms utilized by metastatic cancer cells to collectively migrate.
Quantification of the force to area ratio for both cell groups show that K14+ leader cells
have a higher force to area ratio compared to follower cells (Fig. 4E).
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Our findings show that K14+ leader cells exert higher traction forces on the ECM
compared to follower cells in tumor organoids. Additionally, K14+ leader cells have an
increased number and larger area of focal adhesions compared to follower cells.
Future directions include quantification of the number and area of focal adhesions,
filopodia, and lamellipodia on K14+ leader cells and follower cells to better understand
the impacts of these protrusions on leader cells and cell migration. We will also quantify
the orientation of the focal adhesions and validate if focal adhesions are aligned in the
direction of tumor migration.
We will validate these findings using our microphysiological device loaded with collagen 1
and fluorescent beads to measure the traction forces in 3D.
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